Wettability conversion of colloidal TiO2 nanocrystal thin films with UV-switchable hydrophilicity.
Under pulsed laser UV irradiation, thin-film coatings made of close-packed TiO2 nanorods individually coated with surfactants can exhibit a temporary increase in their degree of surface hydroxylation without any apparent photocatalytic removal of the capping molecules. This mechanism provides a basis for achieving light-driven conversion from a highly hydrophobic to a highly hydrophilic, metastable state, followed by extremely slow recovery of the original conditions under dark ambient environment. A deeper insight into the wetting dynamics is gained by time-dependent water contact-angle and infrared spectroscopy monitoring of the film properties under different post-UV storage conditions. Our study reveals that, for reversible switchability between extreme wettability excursions and long-term repeatability of such changes to be achieved, specific modifications in the polar and nonpolar components of the TiO2 films need to be guaranteed along with preservation of the original geometric arrangement of the nanocrystal building blocks. The application of moderate vacuum is found to be an effective method for accelerating the post-UV hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic conversion, thereby enabling fast and cyclic hydrophilization/hydrophobicization alternation without any detrimental signs of significant fatigue.